Great performance you can rely on

Cooper Controls and our core brands have been leading the market in entertainment lighting controls for over 40 years. Our products can be found wherever dynamic lighting is required, including integrated theatrical, TV, live performance, education, presentation and architainment applications.

Modern venues also demand great performance from every area of the installation; from the theatre to the auditorium, the bar to the restaurant, the facade to the foyer; now all your spaces can be managed easily and flexibly to paint your venue in the best possible light.

This product guide is an introduction to the extensive range of products and solutions available in our performance lighting portfolio; From Consoles to Dimming & Power Control, from Luminaires, Moving Lights and LED Light Fittings to the Data & Network Management Tools necessary to complete the project and deliver great performance you can rely on.
Luminaires

Complete range of theatrical luminaires from PAR cans through to follow spots. Lamp sizes to suit small, medium or large venues.

Parcans full range from PAR 16 to PAR 64
Fresnel & PC 300W to 2kW & LED
Zoom Profiles 300W to 2kW & LED
Cyclorama & Flood Lights
Follow spots from 250W to 2kW Discharge and Halogen
Colour Scrollers

High Performance LED Systems

Choose with confidence from a comprehensive range of high quality white & RGB(W) LED fittings and drivers matched for interior and exterior applications.

Downlights
Uplights
Wall Lights
Ground Lights
LED Tape, Strip and Flexible Components
Wide range of matched drivers and controls including Phase Dimmable, DALI, 1-10V, DMX and Mains Switched

About Cooper Controls

Cooper Controls is a specialist lighting controls manufacturer drawing on more than 40 years of operational expertise in the design, supply and support of lighting control systems in the architectural, entertainment and energy saving markets.

We support our customers through our worldwide specialist team working alongside dedicated, local, distributors to bring you cost effective solutions, consistent high quality and a personal service.

Our focus is to deliver innovation, reliability and flexibility through our portfolio of industry leading brands including Zero 88, iLight, Cogent, Greengate and ALC.
Tailored to meet the needs of different types of user and application from Theatre to Touring, Product Launches to Fashion Shows; Whatever the user need, we have a lighting console with the power, flexibility and simplicity to deliver a great performance time after time.

- From 6 Channels to 4096 Channels
- Comprehensive Fixture Library
- LED & Moving Light Control
- Training & Self Training Videos
- On-line Support & Forum
- Free Software Upgrades

**Great performance you can rely on**

- 40 years experience in design, manufacture and customer support
- Fully scaleable for design flexibility
- Cost effective solutions
- Easy Installation
- Intuitive User Interfaces
- Extensive worldwide dealer network
Data & Network Distribution

Building a complete installation needs attention to every detail of networking and data management including 19” rack mounting, DINrail and truss mounting solutions.

- DMX Buffers, Splitters & Repeaters
- Ethernet to DMX Converters
- Wireless DMX
- DMX / DALI Converters
- DMX Controlled Relays & Contact Closures

Installation Dimming & Power Control

Today’s modern performance installations demand dimming & power switching control of a wide variety of loads and light sources including incandescent, fluorescent, LED and power control to intelligent lighting.

- 4, 6, 12, 18 & 24 Channel Packages
- 5 to 25 Amp Channel Capacities
- Single and Three Phase Power
- Choice of convection or fan cooled
- Simple Installation, Setup & Configuration

Portable Systems

Portable systems are ideal for temporary installations whether it’s a tour, film or TV show. Users need simplicity, flexibility and reliability to keep the show on the road.

- 3, 6, 12 Channel Components
- Single and Three Phase Power
- Convection or fan cooled
- Wide range of connector options
- Factory built touring packages
Service, training and support

Cooper Controls is dedicated to customer satisfaction and support. We work hard to build and maintain relationships with our global distribution partners to ensure customers get the very best service and support.

Regular free training, technical support and an extensive web-based support centre ensure our products are supported from specification, to installation and through their lifetime.

- Global presence – local support
- Regular free training Courses
- On-line video training
- Extensive web based information centre
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